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Two Minus One Equals Zero?!
August 8 marks the fourth anniversary of my
divorce. Growing up, just like most people,
when I envisioned marriage I saw the “they lived
happily ever after” ending. Divorce was not in
my frame of reference. My parents were married
56 years at the time of my father’s passing, and
my grandparents made it to 72 years. They were
my role models of what was to be – divorce was
not part of my life plan. But as the old saying
goes, “it is what it is,” and so I adapted.
With my divorce came many adjustments;
some wonderful, some not so. One of the most
difficult challenges that I’ve had to endure, and
one, which to be honest, I never expected,
was being relegated to the world of single
womandom; the community of women who no
longer get invited to socialize with couples. The
outcasts that colonized together much like the
lepers of Biblical times.
For years I had enjoyed spending time with
male and female friends, being part of a diverse
group. After my divorce, however, those dinner
and party invitations dried up. I was no longer
included in coed dinners, movie nights, or
vacation plans. All of my time was spent with
other women who were in “my situation”.
While I adore my female friends, and wouldn’t
want to live without them, this ousting cut to the
core. What happened? When did two minus one
equal zero?!
I can recall an episode of Sex in the City in
which the girls discussed this phenomenon.
They explored a gamut of theories from a single
woman being perceived as on “prowl” in search
of a new partner, to a divorcee having a negative
influence on their relationship placing it in
jeopardy, kinda like catching the flu.
I don’t know if those theories are correct;
perhaps people are just uncomfortable with
the situation and don’t know how to act so they
retreat and avoid.
But, the one thing I do know is that being
excluded from spending time with the “usual
crowd” at the precise moment when it’s needed
the most, is a difficult blow. It’s another loss that
must be endured and it validates the endless
self-defeating thoughts of inadequacy and
failure that are already swirling around in a
person’s mind.
About one year into my post divorce life, I was
told by a friend that her partner no longer

wanted to come to my home because there
was no man there. Those words cut directly
into my heart; they permeated my mind and
confirmed what I believed to be true.
Since I believed that no one would want
to be with me because I was alone, those
words crippled me. I stopped inviting
couples to my home and when I was in the
company of my paired up friends, I felt like I
didn’t fit in. I clung to those words and used
them to build a wall around me.
Was my response logical? Of course not.
Thankfully, today, after much soul searching
and healing, I can see the error of my
ways and work very hard to not allow the
behavior of others to impact me in such a
detrimental way. It took awhile, but I finally
figured out a few things…
First, and foremost, true friends will never
exclude you on the basis of marital status
(or coupling up). If someone does, and can’t
see the pain he or she is inflicting, perhaps
it’s not a friend but more of an acquaintance.
True friends don’t see single or couple, they
only see the person they love.
Second, the behavior of most people has
more to do with them than it does you. If
someone excludes you out of fear that you
will impact their relationship negatively, or
that you are going to steal away a spouse,
that’s a reflection of their relationship.
If someone doesn’t want to be in your
company because there isn’t a person of
the same sex with whom to mingle, that is a
reflection of that person’s social skills. Try not
to take it personally. Wish the person well
and move on.
Never let the opinions of others define who
you are or what you do. Those opinions only
have power if you fuel them. Most of the
time we give them life because they reflect
what we believe. Work on your thoughts
and you will no longer care about what
others think.
And finally, know your worth. Remember
that you are a wonderful person that has
much to offer. If someone doesn’t want
to spend time with you, it’s that person’s
loss. Broaden your circle of friends. Try new
things.
Numbers don’t lie. Two minus one always
equals one, and one is a singular sensation!
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and killed a man. He was jailed for
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much of his time angry, blaming
others for what happened to him.
That could have been the end of the
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lessons for us all. Shaka is a writer
and motivational speaker whose
story of redemption has inspired
thousands. He has appeared on
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the author of, Writing My Wrongs.
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EIGHT WAYS
NUTRIENT
DEFICIENCIES
CAUSE
WEIGHT LOSS
RESISTANCE
BY MARK HYMAN, MD
I’ve eliminated toxic foods, I exercise
every day, and overall I live a healthy
lifestyle, yet I haven’t been able to
get anywhere near my goal weight.
What gives?
I understand how frustrating this
can become, especially when you
feel like you’ve tried everything.
You made a conscious decision to
live a healthier lifestyle. You’ve cut
out toxic triggers, ditched sugar
and you’re eating all the right types
of foods. You’re doing everything
correctly, yet you can’t lose weight.

Over the years, I’ve had many patients
complain about this problem. They feel like
they’ve exhausted every option, yet when
we dig a bit deeper, we often find a hidden
cause for their weight loss resistance.
One big obstacle becomes nutritional
imbalances. After reviewing major
nutritional research over the last 40 years
and doing nutritional testing with over
10,000 patients, I’ve concluded that
Americans suffer from massive nutritional
deficiencies.

you need vitamins and minerals to process
all those empty calories. Low nutrients =
poorly functioning metabolism.
How does this happen and why are we so
undernourished?

Studies show these deficiencies are more
widespread than you might imagine. Over
30 percent of American diets fall short
of nutrients like magnesium, vitamin C,
vitamin E, and vitamin A. Over 80 percent
of Americans have low Vitamin D levels.
Nine out of 10 people are deficient in
omega-3 fatty acids which, among other
things, help cool inflammation and control
blood sugar levels.

These foods (and I use that term loosely)
were not even in our diet as recent as 100
years ago. Our processed, inflammatory
modern diet – which is relatively
inexpensive and convenient because of
government-subsidized crops like corn, soy
and wheat – crowds out more nutrientdense foods.

Simply put, food today is less nutritious.
We don’t eat enough whole, unprocessed,
nutrient-dense foods. We do eat too
much high fructose corn syrup, refined
flours, refined vegetable oils, trans fats and
overall fake junky processed foods.

Simply put, Americans have been overfed
and undernourished for a very long time.
In fact, most obese children and adults are
actually malnourished.

We evolved eating foods that were
dramatically higher in vitamins, minerals
and essential fats. We ate wild game,
which contains higher levels of omega-3
fats and more nutrients than the factoryfarmed animals we consume today.

While that might sound contradictory, an
abundance of calories does not necessarily
deliver the right nutrients that your
body needs. Actually, the very opposite
is true: Overeating can create nutrient
deficiencies. You can eat too many calories
and too few nutrients. And guess what –

Our hunter-gatherer ancestors also ate
fresh fish and meat that grazed from
pristine sources, whereas our factory farmraised meats come loaded with hormones,
antibiotics, pesticides, preservatives like
nitrates and higher levels of inflammatory
omega-6 fats.

And a good probiotic helps rebuild the
healthy bacteria essential for good gut health.

Industrial farming practices also damage
our soil, depleting important nutrients. As
a result, vegetables and other plant foods
harvested today have fewer nutrients than
those picked from the ground just two
generations ago.

reset my patients’ metabolisms to
balance out body chemistry. Getting the
correct amount of nutrients can help you
burn fat, balance blood sugar, stabilize
hormones and build and maintain muscle
mass.

Equally problematic, the average American
today consumes an average of 152 pounds
of sugar and 146 pounds of flour (which
converts to sugar) every year. Altogether,
that’s about a pound of sugar every day!
These pharmacological doses cause
serious harm to our metabolism and
overall health.

To optimize nutrient levels and reach
their goal weight, my patients often
employ these eight strategies.

At the same time, healthy fat in our diets
has decreased during the past decades
because of poor advice from so-called
health experts and our government. The
advice was based on flawed science and
conflict-of-interest studies funded by big
food companies.
Research also shows that since 1970,
we have been eating an average of
500 additional calories a day, mostly
from high fructose corn syrup and other
carbohydrates. These nutrient-poor,
calorie-dense, high-carbohydrate foods
crowd out healthier choices while creating
nutritional deficiencies like omega-3
fats, magnesium, zinc and vitamin D –
negatively affecting our metabolism and
our overall health.
That low-fiber, highly processed foods
diet combined with other factors like
environmental toxins results in leaky
gut syndrome and numerous other gut
problems, which further inhibits nutrient
absorption.
When deficiencies become the underlying
cause of weight loss resistance, I find
nutrient-based treatment can often help

Heal your gut. Focus on eating whole,
unprocessed foods such as vegetables,
fruits, nuts and seeds that are rich in
vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, antiinflammatory compounds, fiber and
essential fatty acids. These foundation
foods also eliminate the many triggers of
chronic illness. You are not only what you
eat; you are what you absorb.
Prioritize eating plant-based fats. Get
most of your healthy dietary fat from
extra-virgin olive oil, coconut oil, nuts
and seeds. Avoid refined vegetable oils
like canola and soybean oils, as well as
trans fats.
Get sufficient protein. At least four to
six ounces of lean protein at every meal
stabilizes blood sugar and helps you
lose weight. Good sources include small,
cold-water fish that don’t contain high
levels of metals and other contaminants.
Wild game such as elk and deer are
other rich proteins sources that contain
omega-3s and other healthy fats. Many
grocery stores now sell healthier protein
options including bison, grass-fed beef
pastured chicken and barnyard eggs.
Use gut-healing nutrients. Glutamine
and zinc are among the nutrients that
help repair your gut lining. A broadspectrum digestive enzyme before meals
can also help absorb nutrients optimally.

Work with a functional medicine doctor.
You may need to address deep-rooted issues
like yeast overgrowth or small intestinal
bacterial overgrowth (SIBO). A functional
medicine practitioner can help eliminate
these and other issues that create weight loss
resistance.
Manage stress levels. Chronic stress can
deplete B vitamins and other nutrients like
crazy. You can do deep-breathing exercises or
meditation nearly anywhere. Get a massage,
sweat in a sauna, take a stress-relieving bath
with lavender and Epsom salt or sea salt,
relax with friends, listen to soothing music or
read a book. Simply do anything that creates
calm and peace of mind.
Get adequate sleep. Proper sleep becomes
essential for optimal nourishment. Sleep
patterns affect how your body detoxifies,
as well as how it repairs and heals itself.
Poor sleep can increase inflammation that
contributes to chronic illness.
Exercise daily. Among its benefits, exercise
is essential in order to sleep better, digest
food better, balance blood sugar, relieve
stress, rid your body of toxins and balance
hormones. Just get moving, period. Find
activities that you enjoy and do them daily.
Even 30 minutes of walking each day does
phenomenal things for your health.
For most patients, these strategies help
optimize their nutrient status so they finally
can lose weight and feel better. If you’ve
utilized these strategies and still can’t lose
weight, I highly recommend testing for
nutritional deficiencies and working with a
functional medicine practitioner.
Mark Hyman, MD, is the medical director
at Cleveland Clinic’s Center for Functional
Medicine, the Founder of The UltraWellness
Center, and a 10-time #1 New York Times
Bestselling author.
www.DrHyman.com

STEVE GOODIER

A PARABLE OF A CHILD
There is a difference between education and
experience. Education is what you get from
reading the small print. Experience is what
you get from not reading it.
But isn’t it true that great learning comes
from both education and experience? Let me
tell you a parable:
A young school teacher had a dream that an
angel appeared to him and said, “You will be
given a child who will grow up to become a
world leader. How will you prepare her? How
will you challenge her intelligence? How will
you help her grow in confidence? How will
you help her develop both her assertiveness
as well as her sensitivity? How will you teach
her to be open-minded and, at the same
time, strong in character? In short, what
kind of education will you provide that she
can become one of the world’s truly GREAT
leaders?”
The young teacher awoke in a cold sweat. It
had never occurred to him before - any ONE
of his present or future students could be
the person described in his dream. Was he
preparing them to rise to ANY POSITION to
which they may aspire? He thought, “How
might my teaching change if I KNEW that
one of my students were this person?” He
gradually began to formulate a plan in his
mind.
This student would need experience as well
as instruction. She would need to know how

to solve problems of all kinds. She would
need to become knowledgeable, but
more than that. She would also need to
stand firmly on strong values and grow in
character. She would need self-assurance
as well as the ability to listen well and work
with others.
She would need to understand and
appreciate the past, yet convey a realistic
hope about the future. She would need
to know the value of lifelong learning
in order to keep a curious and active
mind. She would need to grow in
understanding of others and become a
student of the spirit. She would need to
set high standards for herself and learn self
discipline, yet she would also need love
and encouragement, that she might know
compassion. His teaching changed. Every
young person who walked through his
classroom became, for him, a future world
leader. He saw each one, not as they were,
but as they could be. He expected the
best from his students, yet tempered it
with gentleness. He taught each one as if
the future of the world depended on his
instruction.
After many years, a woman he knew rose
to a position of world prominence. He
realized that she must surely have been
the girl described in his dream. Only she
was not one of his students – she was his
daughter. For of all the various teachers in
her life, her father was the best.

I’ve heard it said that “Children are living
messages we send to a time and place
we will never see.” But this isn’t simply
a parable about an unnamed school
teacher. It is a parable about you and
me – whether or not we are parents or
even teachers. And the story, OUR story,
actually begins like this:
“You will be given a child who will grow
up to become....” You finish the sentence.
If not a world leader, then a superb
father? An excellent teacher? A gifted
healer? An innovative problem solver?
An inspiring artist? A generous
philanthropist?
Where and how you will encounter this
child is a mystery. But believe that one
child’s future may depend upon influence
only you can provide, and something
remarkable will happen. For no young
person will ever be ordinary to you again.
And you will never be the same.
Steve Goodier is an ordained minister
and author of several books. He writes a
blog and syndicated newspaper column,
publishes a weekly newsletter and
contributes regularly to periodicals and
personal growth websites. He believes
that our lives can be lived fully and each
of us can make a positive difference in our
world.
www.LifeSupportSystem.com

Dr. Mao Shing Ni

MANOPAUSE, ANDROPAUSE
AND MENOPAUSE
We’ve all heard about menopause, but
what about manopause?
Manopause, also known as
andropause, is the male version of
menopause; it is caused by a gradual
decline in the level of testosterone, the
androgen that gives andropause its
name. The symptoms of manopause
can include irritable male syndrome,
weight gain, sleep apnea, memory loss,
diminished libido, hair loss, erectile
dysfunction, hot flashes, muscle loss,
depression, fatigue, night sweats and
gynecomastia, or male breasts.
The Chinese Medicine Point Of View
Decline in potency is the most
disturbing aspect of aging for most
men. Manopause begins in mid-life
when hormone levels decline and male
potency is compromised. By middle age,
many men have also developed plaque
in the circulatory system, which further
decreases blood flow.
Lifestyle Suggestions
Chinese doctors believe that men
with erectile dysfunction benefit from
cardiovascular exercise to reduce stress,
improve heart health, and enhance
circulatory function. Clams and oysters
have a reputation as aphrodisiacs
because of their naturally high level of
zinc. Other foods that are high in zinc
include beef and lamb, wheat germ,
spinach, pumpkin and squash seeds,
nuts, chocolate and cocoa, pork and
chicken, beans and mushrooms.

Chinese Herbals
Chinese medicine enjoys a long
history of success in reversing male
impotence. Along with acupuncture
and lifestyle changes, Chinese herbs
like ginseng, morinda root, Chinese
senega root and horny goat weed
are prescribed to stimulate sensation,
increase circulation, activate glandular
function and stimulate hormone
production.
Menopause In Women
Women have a different mid-life
experience from men; they often note
a waning of interest in sexual activity.
This can be attributed to a decline in
estrogen and testosterone, but other
factors can include stress, poor selfimage, fatigue and an aging partner.
Like men, women can benefit from
acupuncture and positive lifestyle
changes, in addition to female healthenhancing herbs like dong guai, wild
yam, and ginseng plus warming spices
like anise, ginger, pepper and turmeric.
May you Live Long, Live Strong, and
Live Happy!
Dr. Mao is a bestselling author, doctor
of Oriental Medicine and board
certified anti-aging expert. He has
recently appeared on Dr. Oz, and
contributes to Yahoo Health and The
Huffington Post
www.TaoOfWellness.com

ROBI LUDWIG, PSYD

OUR HOMES, OURSELVES, AND CREATING
THE PERFECT STRESS-FREE ENVIRONMENT
Our homes can serve as a utopia for our often busy
and action-packed lifestyles. Home is a reflection
of what’s important to us, who’s important to
us, and indicative of our own personal style and
preferences. This is where we spend an important
part of our day, which is also why our homes
have such a huge impact on how we feel about
ourselves.
In a very stimulated and sometimes stressful world,
we need our home environment to be the place
where we can take both personal and physical
refuge. It is here that we can balance ourselves and
our psyches, because our home is the place where
we can relax, regroup and reinforce the best part of
who we are. It is the first place we want to go when
we need to renew our spirit.
Transforming our homes into this stress-free,
utopian zone might sound challenging initially,
but it’s highly doable and vital for our mental and
physical well being.
Multiple studies show how even the smallest
positive lifestyle change can help us to relax, take
better care of ourselves and reduce our stress
levels. These changes play a huge role in altering
the quality of our lives for the better.
Fortunately, a lot of these healthy lifestyle changes
are easily achievable. All it takes are a few
deliberate and creative tweaks to turn our living
space into a healthy place. Here are 10 easy tips
to help you do just that: turn your home into the
stress-free, pleasing environment it can be.
De-clutter and simplify. Messy outside equals
messy inside. Having a cluttered environment is
not something that just lives in our home, it lives in
our head. A messy space impacts our self esteem.
To successfully de-clutter and simplify, go through
your home with an objective eye. Start with as little
as five minutes a day. Get rid of what you don’t
need. Ask yourself, “Do I love it?” “Do I need it?”
“Will I use it?” If the answer is “NO!” get rid of it!
Organize, organize, organize. The truth is, there’s
always going to be stuff that you just can’t or don’t
want to live without, so you want to create the
perfect organized space for these keepsakes; you
don’t want these much loved mementos to pile
up around you. Do whatever works for you to put
them in attractive organizational baskets or drawer
dividers which will help create a neat space for your
treasures. Just make sure whatever strategy you
use, it looks appealing to you. There are so many
options these days to get a modern and wonderful

looking organization system. Have fun finding
what works.
Toss the negative. Sounds very intuitive,
right? Some things around your home carry
a negative memory. Whether it’s a piece
of art work, a gift from a negative person,
or a purchase you associate with a dark
time in your life, it may be time to let it go.
Don’t do this impulsively of course, but after
you’ve assessed the memories, you need
to make peace with it and discard it. Make
this a physical clearing and a therapeutic
opportunity for both your home and your
psyche.
Create a personal touch. Your personal
environment should reflect who you are as
well as who you want to be. Add those photos
of the people you love and who matter most
to you. Include objects that encourage good
feelings and good memories. Add artwork if
it evokes positive thoughts, and don’t forget
to have fun splashing your personal sense of
style around.
Create your own personal sanctuary.
Choose one space in your home that feels
comfortable and is semi private. Once you
locate this area, take it to the next magical
level. Turn it into a place to exercise, do yoga,
read a book, or a place to meditate. Add
plants, candles, or favorite authors. Whatever
you choose, make sure it’s a place that allows
you to be alone with your thoughts and more
importantly allows you to have a Zen moment.
Treat your senses. Use colors to encourage
relaxing and engender tranquil emotions.
Comforting colors like soft blues, beiges and
greens are considered calming colors. Use
comfortable furnishings. Lighting, music and
pleasant scents all to stimulate your senses
and thus your psyche in the most positive way.
Create a sleep friendly bedroom. Getting
a good night of sleep is a must if we are
going to manage our stress levels and stay
healthy. Cultivating good sleep habits requires
a certain environment. Make sure this room
is dark, cool and technologically free; to
promote a restful night’s sleep. This will also
help you start the following day in a bright
way.
Healthy in, healthy out. Keep your home
nutritionally healthy. Make sure it’s filled with

food that nourishes your mind and your
body. We tend to eat what’s around, so keep
healthy foods nearby. It has often been said
that you are what you eat. So, make sure
these go-to-choices are good for you.
Create a people friendly home. Part of
living a healthy lifestyle includes developing
a supportive social network. Make your
home cozy and welcoming. Make it an
atmosphere where you are proud to include
your friends and family. Make your home a
place where you can experience special and
fulfilling life moments.
Highlight empowering words. Reading
supportive words can shift your mind
from a dark place to a positive place.
Uplifting phrases help us to think in a more
optimistic and encouraging way. Place these
affirmations and strong, positive phrases all
around your home. Feed your mind with
elevating ideas and attitudes. Remember,
we become what we think. So make those
thoughts work for you.
Turning your home into a place of balance
and harmony is not a new idea, but it’s
certainly a timeless one. Give yourself a gift.
Apply these small changes, and see what
happens
to your life.
Just as it’s important to build the proper
physical foundation for your home, it’s
equally as important to build the proper
emotional foundation for it, too. Now is the
perfect time to reset your home to be a
healthier and more nurturing environment. It
is time for you to make your home the happy
haven you want it to be.
Robi Ludwig, PsyD, is a a psychotherapist,
award-winning reporter, author, and
relationship contributor for Investigation
Discover Network’s Scorned. She is a
regular guest on CNN, FOX News, and
Headline News, and has appeared on
Today, Entertainment Tonight, 20/20,
World News Tonight, Nightline, The View,
and Steve Harvey. She also writes for The
Huffington Post. Her latest book is Your Best
Age Is Now: Embrace an Ageless Mindset,
Reenergize Your Dreams, and Live a SoulSatisfying Life.
www.DrRobiLudwig.com

Ed and Deb Shapiro

ARE YOU YOUR BEST
FRIEND OR BEST ENEMY?
How do we maintain our peace amidst
the chaos of making school lunches and
nagging lazy teenagers? How do we
nurture our latent talent and connect to
our authentic self amidst the rush hour
traffic? How do we deal with endless
demands without losing our mind?
And how often are we really our own
best enemy by doing things that are
hurtful or harmful to ourselves? How
many times a day do we put ourselves
down, reaffirm our hopelessness, dislike
our appearance, or see ourselves
as incompetent or unworthy? How
much resentment, guilt, or shame are
we holding on to, thus perpetuating
negativity?
Being our own best friend is being
tender and gentle when we fail, picking
ourselves up each time we fall, and being
kind when mistakes are made. It means
no more self-judgment; it means we can
be ourselves without embarrassment.
When we make friends with ourselves
then we can accept all the physical
lumps and bumps, the psychological and
emotional colors, textures, shapes and
patterns, as these are testament to the
journey we have taken to get where we
are now.
So our primary responsibility has to be to
care for ourselves first. This may appear
selfish, considering our lives are focused
on serving others. But we can’t be of any
real use to anyone if we’re coming from
a stressed or uptight place, so honoring
our own needs is actually the most
unselfish thing we could do.
As little as 5-10 minutes of relaxation or
meditation each day is enough to ease
stress and give us the fertile ground for
greater acceptance, understanding and
inner peace. While stress eats away at
our sanity and sleep, creating fatigue,
mistakes, burnout and breakdown, so
meditation deepens our awareness,
clears and de-stresses the mind, giving
us greater insight and perspective.
It encourages mindful awareness,
which leads to more coping capacity.

It improves listening skills, which
enhances communication. And it gives
us the resources whereby we can be of
genuine help to others.
Not bad for something that is free,
takes little time, and leaves us feeling
wonderful!
Almost everything we do in life is to
achieve something: if we do this, then
we will get that; if we do that, then
this will happen. But in meditation
there’s no ulterior purpose no trying
to get anywhere or do anything. Even
trying to have a quiet mind will create
tension and failure.
Instead, we’re just with whatever is
happening, with no judgment, no right
or wrong. If we’re thinking, then enjoy
the thinking. Watching whatever arises
and letting it go is all that’s required.
It’s more of an undoing than a doing.
Meditation simply asks that we pay
attention, that we make friends with
being quiet and sitting still. This is a
space just for us to be with ourselves,
to remember who we really are. In this
quiet space we become our own best
friend and, therefore, a better friend
to all.
“I meditate so that I can be a kinder
and saner human being in the world.
It keeps me out of trouble with myself
or with others, and allows me to be
the caring person that I really want to
be,” says voice teacher Vickie Dodd
in Be the Change. “I have always
viewed meditation as a very practical
ingredient in my life. I need meditation
in order to be a human being that can
walk with sensitivity and generosity.”
Ed and Deb Shapiro are hosts of
Going Out Of Your Mind radio. They
are the authors of the bestselling
book, Be the Change. Deb is the
author of Your Body Speaks Your
Mind, now in 21 languages.
www.EdandDebShapiro.com

A Q & A with Guy Finley

RELEASE YOURSELF
FROM THE PAIN
OF ANGER
Why do I continue to get angry, and
why do I always feel so justified in my
anger even though it always makes me
feel terrible at a later time?
To be angry is to suffer. It doesn’t
help anyone to get angry. Anger hurts
whoever is angry. It burns. Anger ruins
relationships, causes heartache and
regret, and devastates health. And yet,
in spite of all of these facts, when we are
angry, it feels right. Somehow, in some
unseen way, anger proves to whomever
is experiencing its heated feelings that
he or she is right even though, in the
eyes of reality, nothing could be further
from the truth.
Anger feels like it is in your best interest
because, at the time of its intrusion into
your life, it temporarily fills you with a
powerful false sense of self. However,
this anger can only exist without your
conscious consent or awareness of its
being there. So it is good that you are
wondering how you can be tricked into
feeling bad about anything. The truth
wants you to know that it is never in your
best interest to suffer, no matter how

inwardly convincing it may feel to you
that you will be betraying yourself if
you don’t. Anger hypnotizes you with
a flood of itself. Step back and learn
instead to listen to the quiet stream of
higher insight that runs softly through
your true nature. Let it show you
that your anger and suffering proves
nothing.
When I look at myself, it seems
that my most prevalent emotion
is anger. It’s always there, and I
feel powerless to stop my raging
thoughts. What can I do? I really
am weary of my own out-of-control
emotions.
You already know that your anger
is destroying you. It is ... and it will.
The fact that you are tired of losing
your life to these self-harming psychic
states means you are ready for a
change. Here is a new way to work
with what’s been working you over:
The next time some hostile state
takes you over, either in thought - as
in remembering something someone
did to you in the past - or in an actual

moment of conflict with someone
standing before you, take the following
inner steps as soon as you can remember
yourself to do so: Start by seeing that
something foreign to your true nature
has imposed itself on you, taken over
your life. Once having done this, do
nothing else except realize that while you
may be temporarily powerless to stop
the lower state from possessing you,
you are empowered to recognize the
negative state as the intruder that it is.
This awareness, this conscious, unselfjustifying awareness of your true pained
condition, is what it means to put the
light on the problem. That’s your job.
The light will do its part if you’ll do yours.
Persist until you are free.
Excerpted from The Intimate Enemy by
Guy Finley and Dr. Ellen Dickstein
Guy Finley is the best-selling author of
more than 40 books and audio albums
on self-realization. He is the founder and
director of Life of Learning Foundation, a
nonprofit center for self-study.
www.GuyFinley.org
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SPICE UP YOUR MEMORY
Adding spice to your life can have some
terrific benefits.Traders risked their lives and
traveled far and wide to procure and sell these
invaluable assets. Aside from adding flavor to
foods, spices have been used for medicinal
purposes for centuries.They have powerful
effects in protecting the brain from damage.
Each acts a little differently to prevent or
reverse damage to nerve cells.

• Gingko bilboa extract treated brain
cells were resistant to toxic effects of beta
amyloid protein found in Alzheimer’s
plaques.

Longevity Medicine Review looked at the
development of Alzheimer’s disease calling
it the 21st century epidemic, and found the
active extracts of some common herbs and
spices may preserve healthy brain function with
few, if any side effects.

• Vinpocetin is an antioxidant, dilates
blood vessels and improves blood flow to
the brain.

Here are some of the most pertinent findings
that may compel you to consider incorporating
the following into your foods and supplement
regimens:
• Curcumin is the most active of the three
curcuminoids found in the yellow-orange
Indian curry spice turmeric. Populations who
used this liberally in their diets had a much
lower incidence of Alzheimer’s and scored
better on established measures of cognitive
function.
• Rosemary extract, with its long history
of folk use as a brain stimulant, was studied
and the results were so impressive the
researchers concluded it could be a key
molecule for the development of
therapeutics for Alzheimer’s disease.

•Red or Panax Ginseng in recent studies
showed the extracts were able to
regenerate brain cells. Its extract in other
studies was shown to improve memory.

• Huperzine A significantly relieves
memory deficits in the elderly related to
Alzheimer’s disease and vascular dementia
without the side effects that usually
accompany pharmaceutical products.
Blending, means of extraction, and
absorption enhancers may explain
why studies of these compounds have
had conflicting results. Individuals with
ApoE4 genotype are at increased risk of
developing Alzheimer’s and preventive
action may thwart disease development.
In addition to spice, you also need the
right food to feed your brain. High nutrient
density foods with antioxidant capabilities
like colorful fruits and vegetables are
important. The type of fat you eat is also
critical. The brain is mainly made up of
DHA, an omega 3 fatty acid. Fish oil
contains both DHA and its metabolite

EPA. Eating fish, olives, avocado,
nuts seeds, and any of their oils will
nourish the brain and the antioxidants
will assure the fats in your brain don’t
oxidize and get rancid.
A healthy heart, open arteries, and
exercise to increase blood flow to the
brain are also essential. It’s the only
way to get the nutrients where they
are needed so the brain can function
at its peak.
Large -scale human trials are
necessary to shed more light on how
to prevent Alzheimer’s and memory
loss. In the meantime, spice up your
memory and work with a functional
medicine physician knowledgeable
in prescribing high quality dietary
supplements to assure that the
products you are using are safe and
effective.
Lorraine Maita, MD, is a recognized
and award-winning holistic, functional
and anti-aging physician and author.
She transforms people’s lives by
getting to the root cause of illness
using the best of science and nature.
Her approach is personalized,
precision medicine where you are
treated as the unique individual you
are.
www.HowToLiveYounger.com
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Are you looking for a summer fling or
looking for true love this summer?
Schedule a Discovery Call Today!
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“Arlene saw something that I didn’t at first. The end result is that
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Former client, married for the first time at the age of 60!
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Donna Ciccone, LCSW, DCEP

BALANCE YOUR CHAKRAS AND HEAL YOURSELF
Did you know that working with and
nurturing our body’s energy system is vital
to our overall health and well-being? The
seven main chakras are part of that system
and serve to form a link between spirit and
matter, mind and body.
In Wheels of Life, Anodea Judith states,
“The body is a vehicle of consciousness
and chakras are the wheels of life that
carry this vehicle about - through its trials,
tribulations and transformations.” As energy
centers or “energy stations” the chakras
can be used as an organized system to
help guide us in attaining optimal physical,
emotional and spiritual health. According
to energy medicine pioneer Donna Eden,
“If you know your chakras, you know your
history, the obstacles to your growth, your
vulnerabilities to illness and your soul’s
longings.”
The chakras are vortices of energy each of
which represents a level of consciousness
as well as themes and characteristics that
correspond to developmental stages in
the life cycle. Each chakra influences the
organs, muscles and body parts within its
energy field. Armed with this knowledge we
can detect energetic, emotional, physical
and spiritual deficiencies and have the
opportunity to heal ourselves.
Some of the many techniques we can use
to balance the chakras are meditation,
visualization, affirmation, yoga and
crystal healing. Using these techniques to
deepen our awareness is an ever evolving
process as our energy system is vulnerable
and responding to constant changes
within ourselves and in our environment.
In addition, working with an energy
practitioner can give us the support we
need in releasing any deep emotional and
energetic blocks that we may have.
Here are the main themes of each chakra
along with some daily questions and
affirmations that can get you started on an
energy self-care regimen:
ROOT CHAKRA

Main themes: Safety, survival, physical
needs, sense of belonging and financial
stability

Daily questions: Am I honoring my body
today by eating healthily, exercising and

using relaxation techniques and/or
meditation? Am I being financially
responsible?

Affirmations: I nurture my body and
take responsibility for myself. I am
aware of how I spend my money and
can recognize and affirm the abundance
in my life.
SACRAL CHAKRA
Main themes: Emotions, healthy
relationships, passion, creativity and
sexuality
Daily questions: Am I regularly
compromising myself to please others?
Do I deny myself pleasure?
Affirmations: I give myself
permission to fully enjoy my
experiences. I embrace and accept
pleasure as part of my life.
SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA
Main themes: Personal power and
manifesting our dreams and desires
Daily questions: Am I giving in to fear
regarding a particular goal that I’m
passionate about? Do I always depend
on others for approval?
Affirmations: I’m determined to find
the courage to manifest my goals.
I am able to tap into my personal
power which is becoming stronger and
stronger every day.
HEART CHAKRA
Main themes: Love, compassion and
forgiveness
Daily questions: Am I able to openly
give and receive love? Am I hard on
myself for “failing?”
Affirmations: I open my heart to others
and I deserve all the love that I can
bear. I love and accept who I am as
a perfectly imperfect human being. I
accept pain is necessary for my growth
and development.
THROAT CHAKRA
Main themes: Communication and selfexpression
Daily questions: Am I expressing my
emotions in a healthy way? Can I assert
myself when I need to?
Affirmations: I am starting to express
how I feel. I am gaining confidence in
showing up as my authentic self.

THIRD EYE CHAKRA
Main themes: Trusting ourselves and our
intuition
Daily questions: Am I following my gut
even if I don’t like what it’s telling me?
Am I routinely quieting my mind and
giving myself a chance to listen to my
intuition?
Affirmations: I recognize the importance
of stillness in my life. I trust myself to
make choices that are right and good
for me.
CROWN CHAKRA
Main themes: Spiritual health,
enlightenment, self-realization
Daily questions: Can I surrender control
over a desired outcome for a particular
goal that I have for myself? Am I open to
coincidences?
Affirmations: I trust that things will
unfold in divine order. I know that I am
protected and guided at all times.
Practiced on a regular basis,
daily questions and affirmations
are effective in attuning each chakra
to its correct vibrational frequency.
Focusing our time and effort on the
specific areas that require our loving
attention can allow us to take the
necessary action steps needed to
heal past wounds, release limiting a
nd distorted beliefs, change
maladaptive behaviors and
ultimately restore balance.
You can continue and customize your
chakra self-care plan by crafting your
own questions and affirmations. Follow
through, stay committed and then
look out for shifts in your mindset and
behaviors!
Donna Ciccone, LCSW, DCEP, is
a psychotherapist and energy
therapist with a private practice in
Montclair, NJ. She specializes in
traditional and nontraditional
approaches to healing mind, body
and soul. Her passion is to support h
er clients in tapping into their own
power, release limiting beliefs that no
longer serve them and create an inspired
and fulfilling life.
www.DonnaCiccone.com

HEALTHY GROCERY
SHOPPING ON A BUDGET
Caryn O’Sullivan, INHC

One of the biggest concerns in shifting
to a healthier diet is that buying
healthier foods will break the bank. Yes,
eating healthier requires changing what
you put in your cart, but with thoughtful
planning and prepping, you can
actually save money while improving
your diet.

Avoid the pre-packaged salads and
pre-cut vegetables. While convenient,
they will cost you a lot more. If you are
in a pinch or you are just getting used to
eating healthier, they are a great aide,
but for regular budget friendly shopping,
buy what you need; washing and storing
your produce appropriately.

If you are going from a predominantly
processed food diet to a whole foods
produce-rich diet, there will definitely
be shifts in your budget. We live in
a country where processed food is
cheaper and organic, fresh produce
costs more than it should. However,
spending a few extra bucks now allows
you to greatly improve other areas of
your life, which is worth the investment.

Stay out of the processed food aisles
where you are more likely to make
impulsive purchases. Produce doesn’t
come with health claims written on
their exteriors, nor does it come with
fun pictures or words to convince you
to buy it. Marketers know we make
purchasing decisions subconsciously
based on positioning of the product on
the shelves, colors on the box, certain
claims and more. They are very cleverly
prompting you to buy certain products
based on these factors. Even health
foods that are packaged and organic
are still processed and these can cost
even more! So while they are a step up
health-wise, you should try to stick with
a whole-foods rich diet. There lies the
biggest bang for your buck.

For example, by improving your health
now, you are more likely to reduce
medical costs later. Additionally, you
will feel better and have more energy to
work more, volunteer or fulfil a passion
or hobby you’ve always wanted to do.
If you are concerned about finances and
want to eat healthier, here are some tips
to help save money.
Eat in Season. Produce that is local
and in season is generally cheaper
because there is more of it available at
the peak time. When not in season, buy
it frozen. You can get good deals on
frozen fruit, especially organic berries.

Buy your grains, nuts and seeds in
bulk. Many stores now have bulk bins
available so you can take what you want
or need, and spare yourself the cost
of the packing and other materials. To
preserve these items, store your grains
in glass jars, and your nuts/seeds in the
refrigerator or freezer.

Set a menu plan and buy only what
you need. When shopping on a budget,
it is very important to plan ahead and
not to waste any food. So go to the store
with a list and recipes in mind.
Buy less meat. Eating less meat helps
more than just your wallet. Studies have
shown that reducing meat intake helps
the environment and also your overall
health. Conventionally raised meat,
while cheap, is not of good quality. So,
save your money for grass-fed and
pasture-raised meats, which cost more,
but if you are eating less of it, it will all
balance out.
Once you get into the groove of eating
a whole-food based diet, you will learn
to navigate the store to avoid wallet
woes. Also, by investing in higher
quality produce and meats, you will be
receiving more nutrients for your dollar,
which in terms of overall health is a
deal!
Caryn O’Sullivan is an Integrative
Nutrition Health Coach, founder of
Appetites for Life and a body confidence
expert. She supports women who
struggle with low energy, weight
management, cravings and body image
with a five step program that teaches
how to tune-into your body, tune-up your
health, and tap into the power of food.
www.AppetitesForLife.com

THE IMPORTANCE
OF VIDEO MARKETING
FOR BUSINESS

By Patricia Singer

Do you know what the difference is
between a human being and a goldfish?
The average attention span of a human
being is eight seconds. This is one second
less than a goldfish. With people being
bombarded by information, non-stop, at all
hours of the day it is no wonder that our
attention spans are getting shorter and
shorter. How does a business fight for that
precious initial seven seconds on social
media? You grab them with video!

Instagram is great for on-the-fly video.
More and more people are using
their smart phones to take and post
video. Why not show off your product
in action? Show some “behind the
scenes” footage of what you and
your team are working on. Short 15
second to one minute videos grab their
attention and are short enough to hold
their attention. Make them serious or
fun, just make them interesting.

Here are some great stats generated by
Insivia that demonstrate the power of video

Facebook has also upped their
game when it comes to video. Within
the past year they have purchased
Instagram. They also have made video
priority on their own platform. If you
post video directly onto your Facebook
business page, Facebook’s algorithm
will give it higher value that one that
is shared from YouTube of Vimeo. On
Facebook your videos can be longer
but don’t get too long before getting to
your call to action or you may lose your
viewer. Once again, making your own
video using your smart phone or hiring
a professional videographer works
here. You can also add video to Twitter.
Be sure to use hashtags to garner the
attention of those who are interested in
what your video is about.

•YouTube reports mobile video
consumption rises 100 percent every
year.
• 90 percent of users say that seeing a
video about a product is helpful in the
decision process.
• 65 percent of executives visit a
marketer’s website and 39 percent call a
vendor after viewing a video, according to
Forbes.
• 92 percent of mobile video consumers
share videos with others, according
to Invodo.
• Also according to Forbes, 59 percent
of executives would rather watch a video
than read text.
These stats are pretty powerful. So,
what can you do to increase your video
presence? You can start small or go big.
From self made to professionally made.
There are numerous ways to create video
content.

Of course YouTube is a prime location
for all your video. YouTube is the
second largest search engine after
Google. People go to YouTube to be
entertained, learn something new, and
find products and services. Create your
own YouTube channel and be sure
to upload your video content. Also be

sure to tag your videos with searchable key
words so people can find them.
A word of warning. If you are making your
own videos using a smart phone or your
own video equipment, make sure that it has
a professional edge and quality to it. You
work hard to make sure your brand is taken
seriously so make sure that your video also
conveys that message. Sloppy video can
make people think that your business is not
as high caliber as it really is.
Be sure to hire a professional
videographer to make the most
important videos. Some video types
you should have in your arsenal are:
explainer videos, overview of the company,
event video, tutorials, product reviews, and
customer testimonials.
With video you can relay your
message to the masses. Whether it is
live action or animation you can
capture your audience’s attention, and
with the proper compelling message, bring
them into your sales funnel. The great part
about video is that it can be placed on your
website and also shared throughout your
social media channels. A great story goes
a long way. Be sure to share yours using
video!
Patricia Singer is the owner of Follow Me
Social Media Consulting. She works with
individuals, small and mid-sized businesses,
helping them navigate and market using the
numerous social media platforms.
www.BestToFollowMe.com
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What is Reconnective Healing?
Reconnective Healing is a return to an optimal state of balance. It is the
result of interacting with the fully comprehensive Reconnective Healing
spectrum of frequencies that consists of energy, light and information.

ONE HOUR SWEDISH OR
DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE

It’s tangible, measurable… you can actually feel it. At The Peace Within
Spa & Wellness Center, we offer a diverse range of services to suit your
individual needs. Group classes and workshops are also offered on a variety
of topics including meditation & self reliance. For questions, pricing, or more
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THE PEACE WITHIN SPA & WELLNESS CENTER

A return to an optimal state of balance. It is the result of interacting
with the fully comprehensive Reconnective Healing spectrum of
frequencies that consists of energy, light and information.

MASSAGE
We offer a variety of massage therapy services by licensed massage
therapists including Swedish massage, Stone massage, Pre-natal
massage, Sports massage, Deep tissue massage, Manual
Lymphatic Drainage , Medical massage, Safe Oncology massage,
Reflexology, & Mindful Massage.
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nancy@thepeacewithinspa.com
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ANGEL CARD READINGS
Our card readings are conducted by Certified Spiritual Counselors
who have completed the spiritual counseling program offered
by the American Board of Hypnotherapy and facilitated by
Doreen Virtue.
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DOTERRA OILS
In addition to proprietary essential oil blends, dōTERRA product
offerings include nutritional, spa, and healthy living products
based on essential oil technologies and a comprehensive wellness
philosophy.
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LOST IN
TRANSITIONS
BY Fern Weis

T

ransitions. Today my
daughter returns to her home
nearly 6,000 miles away.
Sarah visited for two weeks and it’s
time for her to go back to the life
and place she chose to call home
six years ago.

Let me tell you a little more about the
transitions that are part of Sarah’s
visit. Through the gift of air travel,
she steps into a plane and 12 hours
later magically, physically wakes
up in a new world. Emotionally she
is straddling two worlds: the world
of her present and the world of her
past. She is mentally and physically
navigating two different cultures,
climates, languages and surroundings.
And to make it just a little more fun,
there is a seven-hour time difference.
And then there’s us, her family. We
love each other fiercely, and when
we’re together again, we also have
our difficult moments. We sometimes
become who we used to be when
we lived together, including those
patterns of not-so-productive
behaviors and buttons that are
pushed. (With time, practice and age,
we are getting better at all of it.)
I remind myself of these facts. I
remind myself that the anticipation
of all this change may very well
be worse than the change itself,
especially for her. I remember that I
am challenged by these very things,
too, and search for that extra bit of
patience with her, my family and
myself.
Transition: movement, passage, or
change from one position, state,
stage, subject, concept, etc., to
another (from the Latin “transit’”- a
going across).
Transitions. They are tough, and
everyone goes through them multiple

times a day. It’s so easy to get lost in
transitions, to lose yourself and the
other person as you work to maintain
your routines and your equilibrium. It
takes time to move from one place
or mental state to another. A space
is needed for this to happen, often
both physical and mental. It means
taking yourself out of the picture in
order to create this necessary space
for the other, or to create some kind of
boundary which makes space for you.
What are some of the transitions in
your family’s life?
The ride home. A group of 8th grade
girls agreed that when you’re bringing
them home from school is the
absolute worst time to ask them about
their day. They’ve had it after seven
to eight hours in school, and want
nothing less than to talk about it as
soon as they leave the building. Find
another opportunity to satisfy your
curiosity and your need to be part of
their life. Dinner, another time in the
car, and just before bed are easier
times to be close.
Teens and tweens. They are
changing, growing, questioning,
doubting every day, and in a constant
state of transition and adjustment.
Give them space to do that without a
barrage of questions. Temporarily put
your own needs aside, while creating
a safe space to share when they do
seek your love and guidance. Space
gives them the freedom to choose to
come back to you, rather than fighting
to break away.
College students. Many leave
to live on campus, 20 miles or
2,000 miles away. And then they
come home for a long weekend, or
several months over the summer.
These are significant transitions for
families. You have all developed
new routines and new ways of being

during the lengthy separations. It
takes time to adjust to being a family
again, especially a family where some
are moving into young adulthood. It
also helps to have a game plan that
you create together so that everyone
knows what has changed and what
to expect.
Parents. Just as your kids need
time to transition in and out of
school, you need those times as
well. I remember when I was a stayat-home mom with young children, I
wanted another adult to talk to at the
end of the day. My husband would
walk in the door and I was waiting to
tell him what went on. He’d ask me
to wait a few minutes (it was always
way more than a few minutes).I was
frustrated as he went through his
routines. Of course, he was also
mentally transitioning from work to
home and family.
Calm transitions don’t
happen because you walk
through a doorway. They take
time, and sometimes planning.
You cannot know what is going on in
someone else’s mind, nor can they
know yours. Don’t guess. Take this
golden opportunity to discuss and
share what is, what you need, and
how to make transitions as stress-free
as possible.
Fern Weis is a Parent Coach
and Family Recovery Life Coach who
supports parents of teens and young
adults. She works with parents who
understand that when they change
how they react and respond to their
children and to life, everything around
them changes. They transform
themselves and their family, and are
able to confidently raise their children
to be resilient, self-sufficient, happy
adults.
www.FernWeis.com

Gayle M. Gruenberg, CPO-CD®

What The Heck Is A Body Double?
“I know what I need to do, I just have to do it!”
As a professional organizer, I hear this all the
time. When I tell people what I do, they say,
“Oh, I can so use you!” or “What should I do
about…?” So I say, “If you’d like, let’s schedule
a consultation and we’ll figure out what you
can do.”
Fast forward a few sessions, and I hear, “I
could never have done this without you here.”
Hmm. Interesting. I wonder why that is.
Actually, I know why that is. We all have
organizing projects that we’d like to get to
some day. (Yes, even I do. I want to tackle my
garage before it snows again!) We put off the
project because it looks overwhelming, seems
like it will take a long time, will be boring, and
could be lonely. Ay, there’s the rub. It could be
lonely.
People are, by nature, social creatures.
We crave the company of others. We live
in families and communities. To wit, the
phenomenon of social networking has allowed
us to expand our communities infinitely.

else deciding what to do with your
grandmother’s heirlooms), just having
someone else in your space can make the
project go faster, get done, and be much
more fun. Enter the body double.
What The Heck Is A Body Double?
In movies, a body double stands in for
the leading actor for a particular shot. In
organizing, a body double keeps a client
company and acts as a mirror and an
anchor, sometimes just sitting and holding
the space so she/he can stay focused
on a task. This works especially well for
clients with ADHD or children who need
someone around in order to get their
rooms cleaned up.
How Do I Choose A Body Double?
The client and the body double have
to be a good fit. Here are some things
to think about when choosing a body
double.
• Who should the body double be? He
or she could be a family member, friend,
neighbor, or professional organizer.

We are an interdependent lot. Our
generations have elevated division of labor to
an art form. We rely on one another for things
we can’t or don’t know how to do ourselves. I
happen to have a talent for organizing. If you
ask me to perform cardiac surgery, well, the
results may be less than satisfactory.

• What personal qualities should the body
double have? It’s best if she/he is nonjudgmental, patient, and sympathetic.
She/he should feel comfortable with
silence and inaction. This can be
challenging for some people, so choose
your body double wisely.

My point: do what you do best and delegate
the rest. Even if you don’t want to delegate an
entire organizing project to an outside party
(after all, you don’t always want someone

• What skills do you want your body
double to have? Someone who is great at
handling paperwork can be a huge help
to someone who goes blind in the face

of paper. A body double with financial skills
can help pay bills while the client makes
phone calls. You get the idea.
• What do you want the body double to do
while you’re focusing on your organizing
task? This is key. Having an understanding
of expectations from both sides will create a
solid client/body double relationship. Should
she/he sit quietly and just hold the space, or
should she/he do one task while the client
does another? Each situation is unique, and
the body double needs to be flexible.
People thrive on the company of other
people. The next time you’re faced with
an organizing project or another seemingly
onerous task, grab a (carefully chosen)
buddy and make the work into more of a
social event. I can almost promise it will go
faster, be more fun, and most importantly,
get done.
PS: Remember to reward yourself at the
end for a job well done (but not by going
shopping). We all need something to look
forward to!
Gayle M. Gruenberg, CPO-CD®, is the Chief
Executive Organizer of Let’s Get Organized,
LLC, a premier professional organizing
firm based in Bergen County, New Jersey.
A former CPA, Gayle started LGO in
2003 to change people’s lives by helping
them get organized. LGO specializes
in Chronic Disorganization, divorce and
estate organizing, and its signature LETGO
services.
www.LGOrganized.com

Arlene Vasquez

Baby Boomers Looking For Love
If you were born between 1946 and 1964,
you’re considered a baby boomer. Boomers,
now well into their senior years with two or
three marriages under their belt, are the
generation that made divorces popular. While
divorce rates drop for other ages, the opposite
is true for baby boomers. They are continuing
to do so at unprecedented rates as they age,
according to a paper by Sheela Kennedy at the
University of Minnesota.
It can be daunting for you as a baby boomer to
find yourself single again but the truth is there is
no need for despair, there are many options to
find love again especially if you are willing to try
something new.

Don’t immediately shoot down
someone who is not “your type”. Just
as our taste buds change with age, be
open to the idea that our taste in an ideal
match can change too. Unless you are
repulsed by someone give him or her a
chance, you may be surprised how much
you and that person have in common.
Be up for a new adventure. It is always
good to switch things up from the typical
dinner date. Maybe try out something new
and different you’ve never done before.
Who said going to the zoo for the first date
was a bad idea?

Keep your options open. Don’t limit your
options based on an unrealistic laundry list of
criteria in a partner, these things won’t matter
in the long run and you’ll deprive yourself of the
love and companionship that you long for. A
good way to determine what’s important is by
getting clear about your wants versus needs.
Often time when our needs are being met our
love flourishes.

Look up people from your past.
Sometimes in high school or college we
are oblivious to someone who had a crush
on us. Later on in life you run into that
person and they’ll tell how they dreamed
of being in a relationship with you. Well,
Facebook is a great place to virtually run
into someone from the past. The key is to
identify yourself on Facebook as a “single”
person. There is no shame in being single
and if you keep it a secret, how will that
long lost secret crush know that the time is
now to make a move?

Maintain your physical appearance.
This day in age there are so many
products and procedures that can keep
you looking great. We live in a world where
appearances matter and age is no reason to
give up on looking fabulous. Always be your
best self by wearing age appropriate stylish
clothes, exercise to keep yourself mentally
and physically in shape. And, remember, when
you look great, you feel great and you exude
confidence!

Ignore the horror stories. If I had a nickel
for every time I heard someone say they
won’t try online dating because they’ve
heard horror stories. You hear horror
stories about New York City but is that
going to keep you from a Broadway show
or Times Square? Look, I get it, some
people have had issues with online dating,
but there are so many like me who found
their spouse online. The key to online
dating is to post great photos on a well

Here are seven tips that may take you outside
your comfort zone and right to love:

written and upbeat profile that leads to one
to two emails, then a phone call to plan your
first meeting in a public and safe location.
There are many online dating sites for baby
boomers; just take your time finding the one
that’s right for you.
Learn from the past. If you’ve been burned
in past relationships, don’t bring that baggage
with you into your next relationship, but do
avoid the same qualities in a partner that did
not work for you before. If you’re newly single
take some time to regain your sense of self
and really get to know your life goals and
what it is that works for you in a relationship;
take an inventory of all your past relationships
and find the patterns that don’t work. Use that
knowledge.
Looking for love at any age can be
challenging, but there are benefits when
you’re a baby boomer; your biological clock
isn’t ticking and marriage is not always the
end goal. Still, time is of the essence, Don’t
waste it nit-picking and obsessing over what
doesn’t matter. Find someone who meets
your needs and make sure that’s someone
who realistically is looking for you too!
Arlene Vasquez Washburn is a Certified
Matchmaker and Relationship Expert featured
on WOR 710, NY›s #1 AM News/Talk radio
station. She is the founder of AVConnexions,
LLC, and creator of the Get REAL, Get
Love Coaching System for women. Arlene
is the CEO of the Matchmaking Institute in
NYC. She is a sought after speaker and
serves as president of the Board for The
Divorce Support Professionals.
www.AVConnexions.com

TM

IGNITING THE NEXT GENERATION OF YOU TM

Are you ready
to ignite the
next generation
of you?
Deb Wilber can help you understand
your journey so you can release your
fears, feel more confident and realize
your purpose.

Deb Wilber, MBA
Coach . Author . Speaker

Call or email today
to schedule your

Deb Wilber created Real Life SparkTM as she believes

complimentary 30

intuition sparks changes that are transformative. It was

minute mini-coaching

Deb’s intuition that sparked her personal transformation,

session.

from executive to entrepreneur, and it can spark yours,
too! Deb creates an environment where you feel safe
to explore your journey, gain clarity in your purpose and
move confidently towards your dreams. Deb’s authentic
style, a blend of executive experience, education and
intuitive knowledge, support you in making small and
impactful changes with confidence and grace.

201.230.1255
deb@reallifespark.com
www.reallifespark.com

SUZANNE TREGENZA MOORE

USE SOCIAL MEDIA CHALLENGES TO
BUILD YOUR EMAIL LIST AND BUSINESS
One of the hottest trends in online marketing
is creating a challenge for your ideal clients to
participate in. They are highly engaging, fun,
and they get coaching or consulting prospects
tuned in to the type of work you may do for
them. Most last a week to 10 days and offer
prizes to winners and runners-up.
Below, I’m outlining the seven steps that are
involved in running a successful challenge:
1. Have people opt-in. In order to get access
to the challenge, you’ll want all participants
to opt-in. This is a win for you because it
encourages people to join your email list. It is
also a win for prospects because they will be
sure to receive all the challenge details in their
inbox.
2. Create hash-tags that are unique to your
challenge. You’ll want to be able to track how
well your participants are following through with
the challenge. Hashtags allow you to do this so
you can properly assign a winner.
3. Make the challenge thought provoking,
but not overwhelming. What do I mean by
this? Each day of the challenge should ask the
participants to share or act in some way that
is outside of what they might normally do in a
day, but isn’t impossible. For example, when I
recently ran a marketing challenge, I pushed
participants to come up with five places they
would like to speak, either in person or online,

and then to reach out to them. Likely they
don’t do this on a daily basis because they
get mired down in daily activities. However,
it is totally doable in a short period of time.

this could be a low-cost program or event,
or it could be the chance to speak with you
directly about working in a higher-level, more
expensive program.

4. Invite challenge participants to
connect and share in a Facebook
group. Facebook remains the most used
social media platform, so it is likely your
prospective clients spend time there. By
inviting them to convene in a Facebook
group, you’ve pulled them together in a
way that you can support them through the
challenge more easily, and that they can
support each other.

7. Groundhog day your experience
with the challenge. Take a look at what
you did, how it went, and how you could
improve upon it. Consider sending a survey
to participants in order to get their feedback
as well. Then run it again for a new set
of participants.

5. Livestream to the group. Select a
pre-determined time, or several, during
the challenge that you will livestream in
the Facebook group. This will give you
the opportunity to answer participant’s
questions and further support them in
your area of expertise. It is an opportunity
to connect with many prospective clients
in a short period of time – 30 minutes to
an hour – which is a good use of your
marketing time.
6. Make an offer. At the end of the
challenge, make an offer for participants
to work with you further. This is your
opportunity to monetize the time and effort
you’ve put into this marketing vehicle.
Depending on the type of work you do,

By engaging with your prospective clients
in a challenge of this nature, you can create
considerable interest in you and your
business as well as build the “know, like, and
trust factor” quickly. A little bit of planning,
some nice graphics and an email marketing
system can go a long way to helping you
attract a ton of prospective clients and
monetize on some of them quickly.
Suzanne Tregenza Moore helps coaches
and consultants create the success they
previously only dreamed of by teaching them
how to effectively build their email-marketing
list. Her no-nonsense straight talk, clear,
concise direction and technical know-how
provide the support her clients need and want
to get “out of their own way” and take the
necessary actions that make them money.
www.SuzanneTMoore.com

CARA DIFALCO

First Night
In Naples
Pasta
When Cara was studying abroad in Italy, she took a
weekend trip to Naples to visit a friend’s cousin. The
trains were running late and it was after 11pm by the
time they arrived – starving! Her cousin brought them
into kitchen and whipped up this amazing meal in
minutes. According to Cara, “We were SO happy to
be eating and amazed that he was able to make such
a delicious dish so quickly. We asked for the recipe
and my girlfriends and I have been making it ever
since!”
1 onion
2-3 zucchini (depending on their size)
1 tbs. olive oil
1/3 lb. pancetta (Italian bacon) diced
1/2 c. heavy cream
1 tbs. butter
1/2 c. grated parmigiano
1/2 c. grated pecorino-romano
1 lb. fresh pasta (fettuccine or spaghetti shape)
Dice the onion and pancetta.
Set a large pot of salted water to boil.
Using a large cheese grater, grate the zucchini.
Place the pancetta in a small pan over medium
heat and cook until the fat has rendered out. Drain
pancetta onto a paper towel and set aside.
Heat olive oil in a large, deep saute’ pan and add the
onion. Cook for about 5 minutes.
Cook your pasta until just al dente - fresh pasta should
only have to cook for 4-5 minutes at a rolling boil.
Add pancetta and zucchini to pan with onions.
Drain pasta and add to vegetables.
Pour heavy cream over dish and toss with tongs until
pasta is coated.
Finish with butter and cheeses, toss again. Check for
flavor and season with salt & pepper to taste.
Watch Cara prepare this dish:
http://bit.ly/2a3I8ia
Buon Appetito!
www.CaraDifalco.com

THE COST OF TIME
BY DENISE HANSARD

H

ow often do you find yourself
looking back on the day wondering
“where did the time go”? You begin
the day with so much you want to get
accomplished - your to-do list - only to
find that by the end of the day, it all went
sideways. Why is this and what can you do
about it?
Life is moving at a very fast pace these
days. So much information comes in every
minute from TV news reports, your favorite
radio station, posts on Facebook, text
messages, and emails received constantly.
How do you manage your time so you
accomplish items on your list?
There are 1,440 minutes in each day.
You have the same amount of minutes as
POTUS and the person standing next to
you in line at the grocery store. Here are
three steps to garner the most of the time
that you have.
Step 1: Set realistic goals for each day or
project. This means limiting the amount
of items on your to-do list when tackling
a project. Whether this is a project at
work or at home, there is beauty in
only setting realistic goals that can be
completed during that day. As you are able
to complete (and check off) these goals,
you achieve a sense of success in having
accomplished your list instead of a sense
of failure by pushing the goals on the next
day’s list.
Step 2: Focus on one thing at a time.
When you keep your focus on the one
thing that is on your list, make it a priority
to finish that one thing before moving on
to something else. Basically, stop multitasking. Multi-tasking only causes you to
waste a large amount of time and energy
on the process of switching back and
forth between projects, never focusing
completed on the initial task at hand.

Schedule time on your calendar to have
uninterrupted time (an hour or two)
to work on that one goal you wish to
accomplish. Don’t answer the phone,
ignore the text message received and
don’t scan emails or get on social media.
Have a specific ring tone on your phone
for those 911 calls as those do happen
at times. Make sure these calls are not
abused. When you try to multi-task on
many different projects, your productivity
can go down as much as 5 percent of
productive time based upon how many
different projects you try to work on at a
time.
Step 3: Celebrate your success. With
this success, you have started changing
your mindset from not having enough
to having more. You will find that when
you follow this process, you have time
to do something just for you! What a
concept … more time for you. Shifting
from spinning in the chaotic moments
of overwhelm (which is exactly where
you are when feeling deprived of
needed time) to the success moment of
accomplishment will affect you in many
areas of your life … relationships, health
and career.
As William Penn put it, “Time is what

we want most, but what we use worst.”

Here’s to making the most of the time
you have!
Denise Hansard is a former corporate
pricing expert turned motivational
speaker & life coach with a Masters in
counseling who has coached hundreds
of women to make 6 figures, find the
love of their life and get super healthy.
Author of the book Suffering in Comfort,
she is an expert in transformation.
www.DeniseHansard.com

Antonella Romano

GLASS MOSAICS – TASTE OF VENICE
Growing up in the stone and tile business I
traveled to Italy many times with my family,
both for business and for pleasure. Normally at
this time of year, my mother and I would be out
buying all the gifts that would fill one suitcase to
bring with us when we visited our many relatives
throughout Italy. It was what we did every year
in the summer. When we left to come back from
our early visit to the family, I wouldn’t miss it for
long since in the fall I would be taking the annual
business trip to Verona with my father.
We did this for many years and I have fond
memories of our trips to Calabria as well as the
business trips in Northern Italy with Papa. I try
to keep those traditions now that I have my own
business and my own family. I think it’s important
for my daughter to experience the best of both
worlds as I was fortunate enough to do year
after year.
These days Verona has become more and
more popular with tourism and of course the
stone industry. Verona has been the center for
the international stone industry for many years.
For me, it’s a smaller version of Rome, with its
Coliseum and great restaurants.
Each year, there than 60,000 visitors at the
Verona fair. It wasn’t easy walking through such
a large convention that took a full week to see;
comfortable shoes did not help. After a few days
of walking around you need a break from the
convention floor and need a change of scenery.
One of my friends at the show, whose family is
also in the stone business, suggested we take a
day trip to Venice, which is just about 45 minutes
east of Verona.
Sometimes the best trips are the ones you don’t
plan and least expect. I have learned that after
spending so much time in Italy that spontaneity
is the spice of life! The most wonderful things
happen when you don’t plan - you just have to
be open to them!

My friend, who lived near Verona,
suggested we visit some of the islands to
get away from the stone industry. So we
ended up in Murano where we did more
walking (not good for my feet) and saw
all the magnificent glass objects in the
Museo del Vetro (Glass Museum) in the
Palazzo Giustinian.
Shortly after getting a couple of Panini,
and a cappuccino, we hopped on a
vaporetto back down to the main island
in Venice.
Across to Rio della Misericordia onto
Rio di San Girolamo we disembarked
in Cannaregio, where we visited a little
shop called The Orsoni furnace. Orsoni
is internationally known for its Venetian
glass mosaics since 1888; specializing
in glass and gold leaf mosaics and all
the colors of the rainbow. This small
factory uses styles and manufacturing
techniques handed down through the
ages.
I was thrilled she recommended we visit
the Orsoni mosaics studio, it is truly a
hidden treasure! The well known Maestro
Lucio Orsoni, the who is the greatgrandson of the founder of the company
decided to open his doors to this little
secret treasure of Venice. He started
giving workshops teaching this heavenly
art, which is what he calls it. Arte Divina.
He conducts classes on making glass
mosaics. This is a great idea for anyone
who wants to delve into the culture of the
fine arts in Venice and take a short threeday class.
While I was there I got to see the
incredible work of the factory. Men gather
around the blazing furnace taking out
the molted glass onto a belt that scoops
it down and flattens it into a cake with
iridescent colors. There are lots of colors

of mosaics to be made over 2000 shades of
glazes - they are especially famous for their
gold leaf mosaics - one of their oldest crafts.
You can see some of these glass mosaics in
the Basilica of San Marco and can also find
these mosaics in Gaudi’s Sagrada Famiglia,
in Spain. The sparkle with radiance of a
diamonds and gold.. and its hard to believe
they are glass.
Working with glass mosaics on a project is a
lot of fun! I just love how creative one can be
working with glass mosaics.
I am finding that people are becoming more
and more creative in choosing materials these
days, the popularity of non-tile products have
been on the rise. In particular, the demand
for glass tiles and mosaics has increased
dramatically.
At first glass mosaics were just being used
as decorative accents and borders adding a
shimmering pizzazz to any tile or stone. I add
them to splashes as well as the bath to add a
splash of color.
As homeowners become more adventurous,
mosaic tiles in all shapes and sizes are being
used in applications such as splashes, tub
surrounds as well as waterfalls in the shower
walls, and ceilings and other residential and
commercial applications.
Today we are going beyond just mosaics as
available sizes have expanded from 4-inch
by 4-inch tiles, to 12-inch by 12-inch, to even
24-inch by 24-inch panels. Regardless of your
budget there is a glass tile or mosaic that will
compliment your design and taste.
With the interest in glass tiles rising in the
recent years, it’s only natural that it has come
full circle to countertops. Glass helps to add
spice to any design.

Glass countertops are created from tempered
glass, generally between 3/4 to 1-inch. The
edges are highly polished for safety. These
countertops can be made in almost any shape
and size much like stone. When creating a
cantilevered look, stainless steel or brass
brackets are used for support. In the bathroom,
glass countertops are available with integrated
sinks or can be utilized with a complimenting
glass or vessel sink.
In the kitchen, installing a glass countertop
usually suggests that there is a contemporary
design in mind. Although glass tops are ideal
for putting down hot pots or dishes, they are not
recommended for use as the primary sink top,
but work great for a wet bar.

Glass tops can be a challenge to maintain,
due to scratching, watermarks and
fingerprints. It is important to avoid abrasive
cleaners when cleaning glass tops,
also acidic liquids may mark these tops
permanently.
When used with complimentary materials
such as wood or stainless steel, glass tops
will add a sharp statement and a sense of
fun to any room. My favorite all all is the
white glass that looks like Thassos marble,
also trademarked as GLASSOS. These
slabs are available in ¾ as well as 1-1/4.
If you are planning a renovation this
summer take a look at glass; it’s not

necessarily only for modern interiors.
As you can see it has been used for
centuries, and will continue to be used
for years to come.
If you are not planning a renovation in the
near future, then get on a plane to Italy and
go visit Verona and Venice. Remember to pay
a visit to Antica Bottega del Vino in Verona,
It’s the best place to get Risotto all’Amarone,
my all time favorite dish!
Salute and Abbondanza!
Antonella Romano is owner of Antonella
Romano Tile & Stone located in Wyckoff, NJ.
www.AntonellaRomano.com

YOUR BODY
SPEAKS VOLUMES...
ARE YOU LISTENING?
By Joseph Ghabi
Everything is energy, so you are energy. Energy vibrates
in different frequencies. Every feeling or emotion vibrates
in either a negative or positive frequency depending on
how you’ve labeled it. Those feelings and emotions are
circulating and the more you keep extending your story,
the more likely it is that it will impact a certain area of your
body.
Every time someone mentions that feeling or emotion,
whether by circumstance or an experience, it will make
you feel squeezed in the area where that feeling or
emotional is stored in your body.
Those feelings and emotions are the residue of your
upbringing in this world. Some of us had very tough
experiences as children growing up in a family, culture
and religion. Some of those feelings and emotions are
the by-product of the story you’ve told yourself about
being a victim. You’ve blamed everything in your life on
circumstances instead of taking responsibility for what
happened to you.
You must heal the wound of your inner child, instead of
living in denial. You may put up a brave front for everyone
so that it seems like life is fine, while inside you’re boiling
with anger, resentment, shame, frustration, guilt, bitterness
or despair.
It is always easier to blame someone else, rather than to
take responsibility for our own life. But, the truth is, the
emotions and feelings of anger, forgiveness, hate, shame,
regret, etc., provide the foundation for dis-ease in life.
There are two factors, in my opinion, that indicate when
you are off track or when you’re avoiding dealing with
something in your life: you keep attracting similar people
and circumstances in your life, and you continually deal
with health issues.
What do your attractions, symptoms, and illnesses tell you
about yourself?
Joseph is a former engineer, banker and international
sales manager. Today, an expert numerologist, healer and
spiritual leader, Joseph speaks on topics ranging from
relationships and the law of attraction to life purpose and
past histories. He is a blueprint consultant and his passion
is to empower you to manifest and live the big picture of
life and on purpose. Joseph’s first book is The Blueprint of
Your Soul.
www.FreeSpiritCenter.ca

EXPERIENCE THE BEST AT

BERGENFEST
The Food Festival & Party of the Year!

THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 29, 2016
THE ROCKLEIGH

26 PARIS AVE., ROCKLEIGH
VIP TICKET ADMISSION ❯❯ 5 to 9 pm

$60 PRE-EVENT | $70 at the door
GENERAL TICKET ADMISSION ❯❯ 6 to 9 pm
$50 PRE-EVENT | $60 at the door

❯❯ PLENTY OF PARKING
❯❯ PARTY ATTIRE
Dine on delicious cuisine and sip fabulous drinks from more than 50 restaurants, bars and more!
Check out the hottest luxury autos in our car gallery
Visit our art gallery and be inspired
First 500 VIPS receive a Swag Bag

Enjoy our Outdoor Oasis with burgers, beer and fun!
Fabulous demos and much more!

And don’t forget to enter to great raffle prizes!

RESERVE YOUR TICKET NOW AT
HEALTHANDLIFEMAGS.COM/BERGENFEST
PRESENTED BY
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